
STAIRWAY
REQUIREMENTS
R311 .7 a- ro'-rl

Maximum riser height 7% "

Nosing required on treads less than '1 1"

The largest riser or tread
in any flight of stairs shall

Minimum tread length 10" not exceed the smallest
riser or tread bY more
than 3/8 of an inch.A

I

lYa
Open risers greater than 30

inches above grade or floor
below shall be guarded such
that a 4-inch diameter sPhere
cannot pass through (Sec
R311.7.5.1).

EXIT REQUIREMENTS - MAIN EXIT DOOR (FRONT DOOR OF HOUSE)

Landings are
required on each
side of a door.
Landings shall be
no less than the
width of the exit or
stairs (which ever
is greater) and no
less than 36
inches in direction
of travel.

One step (7%" maximum) is
permitted outside the main
entry door when the door
does not swing over the
step.

SlepT%" maximum 

->from top of threshold

Door Swing

Threshold -
1/r" maximum

Landings shall be no less than
the width of the exit or stairs
(which ever is greater) and no
less than 36 inches in direction
of travel.

The floor of the landing on
the exterior side of exit
doors shall not be more

EXIT REQUIREMENTS - DOORS OTHER THAN THE MAIN EXIT DOOR

Where a stairway of iwo or
less risers is located on the
exterior side of an exit door
(other than the main entry
door) a landing is required
at the bottom of the stairs
only.

Door Swing
---------)Door Swing

-----------)than73/+" below the
threshold of the door. 

\
Landinq \Landing

Continued of reverse side

Landing

\

->
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HANDRAIL R311, AND GUARDS R312

Stairways with four or more risers are required to have a
graspable handrail meeting the following requirements:
- Located between 34" - 38' above the nose ofthe treads
- Continuous from the bottom to the top of the stairs
- Located a minimum 1/2" from walls
- Ends shall be returned or shall terminate into a newel post

Guards shall be configured so that
a 4" or greater sphere can not
pass through at any point.

Guardrails on stairs shall be
configured so that a 4-3lg', or
greater sphere can not pass
through at any point.

Guardrails for stainruays, with a
total rise greater than 30", shall
be not less than 34" in height.

Guards for walking surfaces more
than 30" above grade shall be not
less than 36" in height.

Footing to support stairs

The triangular space between the
guardrail and the stair shall be
configured so that a 6" or greater
sphere can not pass through at any
point.

HAN DRAIL CONFIGURATIONS
Type I Handrails Type ll Handrails - Perimeter greater than 6%" with graspable finger recesses

Cross-section: 1/o" -2Tt" above the finger recess

Finger recess depth: 5/16" minimum

Finger recess location.
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Circular cross-section -
Diameter: 1%" -2"

- Must begin a maximum of %" from top
- Must extend at least lo 1Tc" from the top
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Figure 24: Example Guard Detail

4x4 post, typical
DO NOT NOTCH

l- r
' 

lf

i+---6-0" msximum spacing ---+
1 ,- 2x6 or 5/4 board i'. l.PLr-ciq - - i

2x2 baluster, typical

2x4 top and hottclm;
attach to guard post with
(2)8d common nails or
(2)#B wood screws otl
inside face

attach balusters at top and bottom
with (1)#8 wood screw or (2)Bd
post-{rame nng shank narls with
0. 135" nonrinal diameter

- openings shall not allow
the passage of a 4"
diameter sphere

GUARD POST ATTACHMENTS

Deck guard posts shall be a minimum 4x4 (nominal)

No.2 or higher grade (for species listed in Table L) with

an adjusted bending design value not less than 1,050 psi.

GUARD POST TO OUTSIDE JOIST: Guard posts

for guards which run parallel to the deck joists shall be

attached to the outside joist per Figure 25.

Figure 25: Guard Post to Outside Joist Example

guard posts may be
located on either side
of the outside-joist

guard post

(21112" dia. thru-
bolts and washers

2" min.

2-112" min, and 5" max.

2" mio.

outside-

see FIGURE 24 for guard
component altachmenl
requirements

at first interior bay, provide
2x blocking at guard posts
with hold-down anchors;
attach blocking with 10d
commen narls top and
bottom, each side

SECTION
guard
post' PLAN VIEW

.guard posts can be installed as shown in Figure 26 (between
jorsts) if blocking is installed as shown above within 12" of each
side of the post

GUARD POST TO RIM JOIST: Guard posts for deck joists. There shall be a minimum of two %"

guards that run perpendicular to the deck joists shall be diameter bolts at the hold-down anchors' attachment to
attached to the rim joist in accordance with Figure 26. the joist. Only hold-down anchor models meeting these

As shown in Figure 26, hold-down anchors must be minimum requirements shall be used.

installed to attach the guard post and rim joist to the 
conti,ued reverse sitie

I

I

36"
minimum

I

!

*t*
(2)1/2" diameter
thru-bolts and
washe'rs

I
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Figure 25: Guard Post to Rim Joist Example

see FIGURE 24 for guard
component attachment
requirements

hold-down anchor

joists

guard post

hold-down anclror

hold-down anchor

2-112" min- and 5" max.
min

at joist location between joists

SECTION PLAN VIEWS

sEcTtoN R312

Guards shall be located along open-sided walking surfaces,
including stairs, ramps and landings, that are located more than
30 inches measured vertically to the floor or grade below at any
point within 36 inches horizontally to the edge of the open side.

| ; guard post

$
1<_-rim joist

tminimum t2)112
diameter thru-
bolts and
washers

guard
post at joist
locations

joist
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